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(1) Objective 

The aim of the case study is to provide a scientific recommendation on sampling density 
based on real biological benthic data from the North Sea and the analysis settings chosen by 
the user (AP9.2). 
 
(2) Introduction 

The North Sea region is one of the most heavily used marine areas in the world. It is subject 
to increasing anthropogenic activities, such as shipping, marine food production and the 
construction of coastal protection and offshore windfarms (European Commisision 2017). In 
the year 2012 the North Sea‘s blue economy alone represented 150 billion Euro, which 
amounts to approximately 30% of the total European Union budget, and employed at least 
850.000 people (European Commisision 2012). This growing human exploitation of marine 
resources by the different industrial sectors (fisheries, energy, minerals, transport, and 
recreation) increases the risks of long-term and possibly permanent changes in marine 
ecosystem functioning (Kenny 2018, Houde et al. 2014).  
To counter this, the European Commission (inter alia) has implemented a sustainable “Blue 
Growth” strategy, which aims to ensure sustainable economic growth across marine sectors 
by recognizing the limits of naturally healthy, biodiverse, and biologically productive 
ecosystems (European Commisision, 2012).  
Accordingly, the German Federal Maritime and Hydrographic Agency ('Bundesamt für 
Seeschifffahrt und Hydrographie', BSH) has been commissioned to develop maritime spatial 
development plans for the German Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) of the North and Baltic 
Sea. These plans shall allow sustainable development of the maritime space and permit 
economic use, where they do not conflict with nature conservation and environmental 
protection, while ensuring the safety and ease of navigation (BSH, 2013).  
Among the objects of environmental protection are benthic and epibenthic species (i.e. 
animals living in and on the sea floor). The benthos holds a key position in ecosystem 
functioning by providing food to higher trophic levels, sustaining fish populations and 
mediating biogeochemical cycles. In order to assess possible impacts on the benthos and 
other important functional groups, they are studied using standardized methods and 
monitoring programs (BSH 2013). 
Monitoring of human activities and ecosystem components is continuously improving. This 
largely due to the development and application of autonomous and remote sensing 
technologies (Kenny and Sotheran, 2013). Understanding the causal pathways linking 
human activities, pressures and their actual impacts on ecosystem components, however, 
remains a challenging task (Korpinen and Andersen, 2016). This task is further complicated 
by the fact that many ecosystem components are themselves subject to natural variability. As 
this natural variability is an often-unknown quantity, it may lead to misinterpretations of the 
actual impacts of human activities on these ecosystem processes and functioning. 
Numerous studies have already investigated the large-scale variability of the benthos in the 
German Bight. The aim of these studies was, however, to describe benthic communities 
based on different species compositions (Reiss et al. 2011, Pesch et al. 2005, Pehlke 2005, 
Rachor & Nehmer 2003, Salzwedel et al. 1985, Hagmeier 1925). Consequentially we, thus 
far, lack knowledge about the spatial patterns of benthos on smaller geographical scales, i.e. 
within benthic communities. In order to assess whether an observed variability is natural or 
anthropogenic, it is however necessary to be able to estimate this intra-habitat variability. 
In answer to this knowledge gap Stieler (2016) demonstrated that a combination of a moving-
window approach and the Bray-Curtis index are suitable to estimate the spatial intra-habitat 
variability (IHV) of two benthic communities (i.e. the Amphiura filiformis (Af) and Bathyporeia-
Tellina (BT) community) in the Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) of the German North Sea. 
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This approach further allows determining whether the sampling effort and size of the chosen 
sampling area are appropriate to capture the variability within the habitat or community of 
interest. 
In response to the expansion of wind energy at sea monitoring programs of each offshore 
wind farm aim to document the environmental status of ecosystems, monitor the effects of 
anthropogenic disturbances and detect potential environmental changes. To facilitate this, 
the monitoring of offshore wind farms consists of a sampling in the potential wind farm area 
and an unaffected area of comparable size and environmental conditions as a reference 
(BSH 2013). 
The question arises, however, whether the size of the reference area and the number and 
spatial distribution of the sampling points within the monitoring areas allows to map the 
natural variability and thus to entangle the anthropogenic impact from the natural one. If this 
is the case, it is of great interest for cost reduction how many sampling points are minimally 
necessary and how they should be distributed in space. The tool "moving window approach" 
was developed to answer these questions through statistical analysis. 
 
(3) Underlying background 

The recommendation of the sampling density is calculated by the tool "moving window 
approach" that allows the user to load (benthic) data and modify the analysis data.  
The recommendation of the minimum sample size is calculated on the basis of the Bray-
Curtis index, which is calculated for a large number of different combinations of parts of the 
total data set (here: the data the user loaded into the tool). The number and design of these 
sub-data sets can be influenced by the user by changing various settings in the tool. The 
creation of these partial data sets is essentially based on the moving-window approach 
(Stieler, 2016).  
Then the Bray-Curtis indices of all subsets (windows) are compared with the mean Bray-
Curtis index of the total data. The subsets whose Bray-Curtis index is most similar to that of 
the overall data are selected as recommendations. For these subsets, the number of data 
points, minimum area and distribution of data points in space are analyzed. Thus a 
recommendation can be made regarding minimum number of data points, minimum size of 
the sample area and optimal arrangement of the sample points in space. 
The "tool" was programmed using "R" and the package "Shiny" as a graphical user interface 
(GUI) and implemented as an interactive R Shiny web app. 
The case study on the "moving window approach" for cost reduction (recommendation on 
sampling density) was developed within the project (AP8, AP9.2). The manageability of this 
"tool" was to be demonstrated by using case studies (here: benthos data) from a database. 
This proof is initially provided by two case studies: These consist of different benthos sample 
data from the Amphiura filiformis community and the Bathyporeia-Fabulina community 
(Rachor & Nehmer, 2003). An overview of the scope of these case study data is given in 
appendix table 2. In the final version, however, the data should be directly retrievable from 
the MARLIN database. 
To illustrate the calculation of the Bray-Curtis index, here are some sample data in Table 1:  
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Table 1: Example data for calculating the Bray-Curtis Index 

sample species A species B species C species D species E total  

1 10 0 4 7 0 21  

2 19 36 0 22 3 80  

 

To calculate Bray-Curtis dissimilarity, the absolute differences between the counts are added 
and divided by the sum of the frequencies in the two samples (here with the values from 
Table 1): 

 

The Bray-Curtis dissimilarity, determines the difference, based on the Manhatten metric 
function, and lies in the range of values between 0 (similar) and 1 (dissimilar) and is usually 
multiplied by 100 and interpreted as a percentage. 

The general formula for Bray-Curtis dissimilarity is as follows: 

 

where i, i' = samples, 
nij = counts (frequencies) 

ni+ = samples (rows) totals 

 
Subtracting the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity from 100 gives a measure of similarity, the Bray-
Curtis Index.   
The app allows the presentation of the statistical analysis (as a box plot as well as a table), 
the cartographic presentation of the selected data sets and finally an analysis regarding the 
optimal sampling planning (number of sampling points, size of the study area, optimal 
distance of the sampling points from each other etc ...). 
 
(4) Technical implementation 

The programming was done with the software "R" (Version 3.5.3, R Core Team, 2014), but 
could also be implemented with other programming languages in the future. The software "R" 
itself is available as open source software under the GPL-2 or GPL-3 license and can be 
used free of charge privately and commercially. 

"R" consists of several basic packages, which already provide a certain basic functionality 
that can be extended in a many ways by additional packages. The R scripts were 
programmed in "R-Studio" (RStudio Team, 2016), an integrated development environment 
and graphical user interface for "R" offered by RStudio, Inc. 

The R package "shiny" (shiny: Web Application Framework for R, Chang et al. 2018) was 
used for programming the GUI. In addition, a number of other packages were used (see 
Appendix, Appendix Table 1). 
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In the context of this report it cannot be explained in detail how web applications are 
programmed using the R package "shiny" or which possibilities are available to the user 
using this package. It will only deal with the functionality and structure of shiny applications, 
as far as they contribute to the understanding of the underlying structure. 

Shiny applications can be separated into two interacting parts by their structure (see figure 
1). One part describes the structure of the application and is usually abbreviated as UI. In 
this section of the code, the entire layout of the application with all possible interactions, i.e. 
widgets, is defined. Widgets are web elements with which the user can interact, e.g. for 
entering data (see also Figure 5).  

The second part is the server: Here, all outputs created in the UI are defined with R-Code, 
which can access all input values (Fritz, 2016). 

 

Figure 1: Structure of a Shiny app. Source: 
https://s3.amazonaws.com/assets.datacamp.com/production/course_4850/slides/Chapter1.pdf 

The User-Interface (UI) 

One can imagine the user interface (UI) of a web-app as the description of all visual 
elements. The code of the UI defines the structure of a digital document and is written in the 
text-based markup language Hypertext Markup Language (HTML). 
Shiny uses the "fluidPage" function to create a display that automatically adapts to the 
dimensions of the user's browser window. One design the user interface of the app by 
placing elements in the fluidPage function. 
For example, the simple UI function below creates a user interface with a title and sidebar 
layout that includes a sidebar panel and a main panel (see Figure 2). 
 

ui <- fluidPage( 
  titlePanel("title panel"), 
  sidebarLayout( 
    sidebarPanel("sidebar panel"), 
    mainPanel("main panel") 
  ) 
) 

Figure 2: Basic UI function 
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The server part 

Once the user interface is defined, all outputs created in this way can be defined in the 
server script using conventional R-code.  
Conceptually, the server section of an app is a function whose parameters are all possible 
inputs and the labels of the created outputs.  
All inputs defined by the user are passed to the server function as list objects. Here, one can 
imagine each individual input widget as a list entry (Fritz, 2016). A widget is a control element 
or a control element of a graphical user interface (see Figure 5). The app will be started with 
the following command (see Figure 4) 

server <- function(input, output){} 

Figure 3: Basic server function 

 

Executing the application 

Once the user interface and the server function have been defined, it remains to be clarified 
how the application can be executed. Up to Shiny version 0.10.1 it was necessary to define 
both parts of the application in separate scripts, which are stored with the names ui.R and 
server.R in a certain folder. Then, the app will be started with the following command (see 
Figure 4) 

shinyApp(ui = ui, server = server) 

Figure 4: Command used to start the Shiny app 

 

 

Figure 5: Basic widgets 

 
(5) Description of the results 

Structure of the website 
The structure of the website is as follows: When you call up the application, the start screen 
("Homepage", see Figure 6) opens. This screen is divided into two parts: In the side window 
on the left the navigation bar appears, in the main window widgets are displayed, with which 
the user can load and select data. 
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Figure 6: Start screen of the app 

The main window of the app contains various widgets (see Figure 5) with which the user can 
define his data selection (see Figure 7). 
 

 

Figure 7: Main panel of the homepage. (1) allows the data to be loaded and should later allow a connection to the 
database, (2) is a mandatory selection between abundance or biomass data, (3) allows a further selection to a 
benthic community, (4) allows the selection of a season, (5) here the selection can be limited to one year and with 
(6) the selected files are loaded. 

The main window contains six widgets (see Figure 7): Widget 1 currently opens the path to 
the data and is intended to create a connection to the MARLIN database in the future. The 
single steps of the data selection are shown in figure 8. 
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Figure 8: Individual steps of data selection in the main window of the homepage.  

 
Image 1 in Figure 8 shows the start screen after calling the app, in image 2 the button "STEP 
1: SEARCH DATA" was clicked and all available data will be displayed. Image 3 shows the 
selection options in the mandatory selection menu "Selection of the examination variable 
(mandatory!)". Here the user can currently choose between abundance and biomass. The 
third option here ("all data") serves to delete previous selections. The selection window 
"Selection Benthic Community" below allows the user to select the benthic community to be 
investigated, in our case there are three options, either: 
    1. "all data": a data selection without restriction of the benthic community 
    2. "amph": a reduction to data of the Amphiura filiformis community; or 
    3. 'bath': a reduction of the Bathyporeia-Fabulina community 
Image 5 in Figure 8 shows the season selection options. Depending on the selections made 
before in the other widgets, the still possible choices are displayed here. Image 6 shows the 
abundance data of the Bathyporeia-Fabulina community, which were collected in autumn. A 
restriction to one year was not made in this example (image 8). After clicking the button 
"LOAD SELECTED DATA ..." the selected data sets (here 2 data sets) are loaded. After the 
data have been loaded completely, the next window "Mapping, Bray Curtis and Descriptive 
Statistics" will be opened automatically (see Figure 10). 
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Figure 9: In the first screen, of the second tab "Mapping, Bray Curtis and Descriptive Statistics" the loaded data 
(see Figure 8) are displayed on a map. In addition, the main window also contain the tabs "Bray-Curtis Boxplots 
and "Descriptive Statistics". 

 
The main window of the second tab "Mapping, Bray Curtis and Descriptive Statistics" (see 
Figure 9) contains three additional tabs. The first these tabs named "Map" displays the 
loaded data (see Figure 8) in a map. It is possible to zoom in and out on the map and to 
move the map section.  Furthermore, the main window also contains the tabs "Bray-Curtis 
Boxplots" and "Descriptive Statistics". 
 

 

Figure 10: Screen of the "Bray-Curtis Boxplots" tab 

 
Switching to the second tab "Bray-Curtis Boxplots", one can see the boxplots of the Bray-
Curtis analyses for each individually loaded data set as well as the analysis of the 
summarized data. The box plot of the summarized data is displayed in a yellow color for easy 
identification. The mean value of the Bray-Curtis data is displayed as a red dot (see Figure 
10 and 11). 
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Figure 11: Screen of the "Bray-Curtis Boxplots" tab, the boxplot of merged data is highlighted (yellow colour). 

 
Switching to the third tab "Descriptive Statistics", one will see the relevant statistical 
parameters of the individual selected files and those of the merged files ("all_data", see 
Figure 12). 
 

 

Figure 12: Screen of the "Descriptive Statistics" tab 

 
In Figure 13, the statistical parameters of the merged data ("all_data") are highlighted with a 
red circle. The statistical parameters also include the mean value ("mean"), which has been 
framed in blue in this text for better visibility. 
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Figure 13: Screen of the tab "Descriptive Statistics". The merged data as well as the relevant mean value are 
highlighted here in this text (this is not the case in the app). 

 
In this example, the mean value of the Bray-Curtis data for the summarized data is thus 
38.74 (see Figure 13). This value is the value for the following moving-window analysis.  
A click on the button "CONTINUE WITH THE SELECTED DATA ...", opens the next tab, in 
which the settings for the moving window analysis can be defined. 
 

 

Figure 14: Screen of the tab "moving-window analysis". 

 
In the main window of the third tab you can see the selected data on the map again. The 
map also shows the calculated minimum rectangular area containing all selected sampling 
points (see Figure 14). Below the map the following calculated information is displayed: The 
area of the minimum rectangular area in square kilometers, the North-South extension, the 
East-West extension (each in km) and the number of selected sampling points (see 
Figure 14). In addition to this information, one will also find the possibility to define the 
settings of the moving-window analysis. The slider allows to define both the minimum and 
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the maximum number of points a moving window may contain. Using these user setting 
inputs, the app immediately calculates how many windows have to be calculated. 
 

 

Figure 15: Section of the main window of the tab "moving-window analysis“ (see also Figure 14) 

 
A click on the "Start calculation" button starts the analysis of the moving windows. In this 
example with the settings selected in Figure 15 (minimum = 10, maximum = 35). In the 
analysis, each of the 146 selected data points is defined as a starting point. Now the first of 
these starting points is selected. For this first starting point the next 9 neighboring data points 
are now selected (based on the Euclidean distance). These 10 data points (9 + start point = 
10 = minimum, see Figure 15) simultaneously define a rectangle that represents the 
minimum (rectangular) area in which these 10 points lie. 
Now a Bray-Curtis analysis is performed for these 10 points. The mean value of this Bray-
Curtis calculation will be compared with the target value later (target value here = 38.74, see 
Figure 13). At the same time, the area of the calculated minimum rectangle is determined 
and a neighborhood analysis of the 10 points is carried out (minimum and maximum distance 
to the neighbors, as well as the mean value). It is analyzed whether the points are rather 
randomly distributed in space, whether the points are regularly distributed or whether 
clustering is present (this calculation is statistically only valid from 30 points upwards, but if 
the number of points is lower, the calculations can at least be used as an indication).  
In the next step, the number of neighboring points around the first starting point is increased 
by one, so that there are now 11 points in the window (10 neighboring points + start point). 
Again, the calculation of the minimum rectangular area, the Bray-Curtis analysis and the 
neighborhood analysis are carried out. Gradually, the number of neighboring points is 
increased until finally the selected maximum value of points in the window is reached. (here 
35 points, see Figure 15).  
Then the next starting point is selected and the calculations start again with nine neighboring 
points. This is continued until the calculations for the last starting point (here number 146) 
have been completed. This procedure was developed and modified according to the moving-
windows procedure presented in the master thesis of Stieler (2016). 
A randomizer is to be added to this procedure, but this has not yet been implemented. 
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Figure 16: First tab ("moving window Table") of the tab "Results". 

 

The "Results" tab (see Figure 16) then displays the table of all calculated moving windows in 
the main window of the "moving window Table" tab. Below the column names there are filter 
options so that one can perform a filtering of the data (= subset of the result). A download 
option for the table is to be added, but this has not yet been implemented. 
In the second tab "Bray-Curtis Scatter Plots" of the tab "Results" (see Figure 17) the results 
of the moving window analysis can be viewed as a scatter plot. It is possible to select freely 
the variables of both the x- and the y-axis. In addition, it is possible to zoom in and out if a 
closer look at certain areas is needed. 
 

 

Figure 17: Second tab ("Bray-Curtis-Splatterplots") of the "Results" tab 

 

The third tab ("Statistical Evaluation") of the tab "Results" allows a statistical evaluation of the 
moving-window analysis (see Figure 18). 
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Figure 18: Third tab ("Statistical Evaluation") of the "Results" tab. 

The main window contains a variety of information and setting options (see the following 
illustrations). At the top of the main window, the Bray-Curtis target value (in this example 
38.74) is displayed again, to make the analyses easier for the user (see Figure 19, point 1). 
Underneath there is a slider that can be used to limit the amount of data in the moving 
windows table. The target variable is table column 1 (BC_mean) of this table. The user can 
define the minimum and maximum value of BC_mean with the slider now. The aim should be 
to bring the selected minimum and maximum as close as possible to the target value (38.74 
in this example) while maintaining a statistically meaningful number of data in the data table. 
By changing the settings in the slider, the number of data contained in the displayed table is 
automatically adjusted. In order to get closer to the BC_mean target value (see Figure 19, 
point 1), it is possible to limit or refine the slider range. As can be seen in Figure 20, the 
minimum for table column 1 "BC_mean" was set to 37.7 (originally 0) and the maximum to 
39.7 (originally 100, see Figure 19). These settings reduced the data set from originally 1538 
to 1006. 
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Figure 19: Third tab ("Statistical analysis") of the "Results" tab. Display of the rounded Bray-Curtis target value (in 
this example 38.7) 

 

 

Figure 20: Third tab ("Statistical analysis") of the tab "Results". Changed slider values to narrow down the results. 

It is also possible to change the minimum and maximum of the slider itself (see Figure 21). 
This is done by manually entering new values in the fields "Enter slider minimum value" 
and/or "Enter slider maximum value" (Figure 21, point 1). This changes the appearance of 
the slider and these values now define the start and end point of the slider (Figure 21, point 
2). This allows an even more precise delimitation of the search range by the slider. In the 
slider, the range has now been limited to values between 38.5 and 39. As result, now the 
table only contains data whose "BC_MEAN" lies between these values (see Figure 21, points 
2 and 3) and the number of data in the table has been further reduced to now 133 data sets 
(see Figure 21, point 4). 

 

 

Figure 21: Third tab ("Statistical analysis") of the "Results" tab. Further setting options of the slider. 
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In the next step, these 133 data records are statistically evaluated. By selecting the button 
"Show statistical analysis of selected data" (see Figure 22, point 1) a summary statistics of 
the selected 133 data is shown. 
 

 

Figure 22: Third tab ("Statistical analysis") of the tab "Results". Statistical evaluation of the selected data. 

In the statistics table the following variables are displayed: "BC_mean", "area (sqkm)", 
"points_in_window", "mean distance points (m)", "max distance points (m)", and "Nearest 
Neighbor Index (NNI)" (Figure 22, point 2).  
For each of these variables the minimum, 1st quartile, median, mean, 3rd quartile and 
maximum are displayed (see Figure 22, point 2). 
To estimate the quality of the selected data sets, one should look at the first column 
("BC_mean") of the statistics (Figure 22, point 3). The value "Mean" in this table column 
should come very close to the target value (Figure 22, point 4).  
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Figure 23: Third tab ("Statistical analysis") of the "Results" tab. More information about the statistics. 

 
If this comparison between the mean value of "BC_mean" and the target value is 
satisfactory, it is time for a look at the other columns of the statistics (Figure 23, points 2-5). 
The column "area_sqkm" shows the descriptive statistics of the area sizes of the selected 
133 data sets. The average value in our example is 18.63 km2 (see Figure 23, point 1). The 
average number of sample points (see Figure 23, point 2) is 26.71. The minimum number 
(10) and the maximum number (35) of the sample points was previously defined by the user 
(see Figure 14 and 15). Point 4 and point 5 (Figure 23) analyze the average and maximum 
distance of the individual points from each other (in each of the 133 data sets = moving 
windows). This information can be useful for planning a future sampling pattern. The last 
column (point 5, Figure 23) shows the NNI index. This index calculates whether the point 
data are randomly distributed in space, whether the points are regularly distributed, or 
whether clustering is present. This information can also be helpful when planning sampling. 
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Figure 24: Third tab ("Statistical analysis") of the "Results" tab. Comparison of the achieved values with those of 
the original data loaded by the user 

 
Comparing the values of the loaded original data with those of the selected 133 moving 
windows (see Figure 24), the benefits of moving window analysis are easier to understand. 
The original data contains 146 data points within an area of 524 km2. The original data had 
an average Bray-Curtis value of 38.7.  
For our example, the moving window analysis showed that a comparable Bray-Curtis index 
can be achieved with 27 sampling points on average, and that this can be achieved in an 
area that covers only 18.63 km2 on average. This is less than 1/5 of the sampling points of 
the original data and the area to be sampled (mean value) is only 3% of the area of the 
original data. 
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(6) Appendix and literature 

Digital Appendix 
- Digital_annex_MovingWindow_AP9-R-script: Fully commented script for the 
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